Summary of Philanthropic Giving in Israel in the Age of Covid-19
Survey conducted by the Forum on Foundations in Israel (April 20, 2020)

- 40 Foundations have given emergency grants in the wake of Covid-19
- Nis ~193M in total grants
- Grants have been made to over 80 NGOs and more than 30 medical institutions
- 5 Foundations have given upwards of 10M NIS each (~148M NIS, making up 77% of corona related donations)
- 11 Foundations have made gifts over 1M NIS or more (~37M NIS, making up 19% of corona related donations)
- 18 Foundations have made donations of 100K – 900K NIS (~7.5M NIS, 4% of corona related donations)
- 6 Foundations have made gifts of less than 100K NIS (appr. 300K NIS)